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From: Kathleen Wroblewski <rockhound2@earthlink.net> PIEN MM IJ3- L
To: <SECY~nrc.gov>
Date: Thu, Jan 20,2005 9:29 AM ()
Subject: Nuclear accidents

Dear Sir: DOCKETED
USNRC

While taking a course in Geology I did some research on the reactors February 3, 2005 (11:53am)
at 3 Mile Island and found that they had been built to withstand a
direct hit by an aircraft. Nothing was mentioned in any of the articles OFFICE OF SECRETARY

about places where the rods were stored or any places that could be RULEMAKINGS AND
vulnerable by a direct hit. ADJUDICATIONS STAFF

Unless the security at the airports is a "back turn" again, then I do
not think it would be foreign persons necessarily in question. People
do things for hate and God... I would be worried about by our own
kind, covert activities to keep the crusades going...for their
Armageddon.

I do feel New Your was sabotage. With companies going global, what is
the need for a building in New York... when new ones could be built in
nicer places and with newer facilities. Tax breaks going to
corporations for what reason.?

(The ultimate use of "communist brainwashing techniques" to start a
movement....instill fear in people and create a worst case scenario to
get people backing a useless war. We could buy oil.) Evangelists use
this technique along with other agencies to ensure control.

Hopefully unless they get automatic brooms to do fly by's then we
really should look into security, unless this Is all a big nightmare
run by a man in office listening to a higher power called God.
also I think we need some psychologists to see if our politicians,
and all law enforcement are mentally stable, as it Is cheaper...then we
could worry more about the fianances to secure places more efficiently.

My intent Is not to hurt anyone and is but my own opinion.
Railroaded Flight Attendant, Los Angeles Int'l airport "88 and
Honorable discharge 33rd. USAF Reserves Med Evac.
My word was never good enough and I spoke the truth, no one listened

Have a wonderful day :-)
Kathleen Wroblewski
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